Microsatellite Instability (MSI) Testing by PCR Slide Process Form

Name _________________________  Reg # _________________________
Block # _______________________  Specimen site _________________
Date received _________________

Histology Sectioning Request for MSI:

Date received: _______________

Sectioning Instructions:

10 micron sections

5 unstained slides + 1 H&E per block

DO NOT BAKE THE SLIDES!

Once complete, please take all slides, block, and paperwork to 2F331D (GA signout room).

Processed by ____________________________  Date: ________________

--------------------------------------------

GA Fellow/ Resident Slide Review

Please clearly mark on the H&E slide the normal tissue area (solid line) and tumor tissue area (dotted line) as shown below. There should be sufficient delineation between each. The normal tissue can be tested from a separate block from the same patient if necessary.

Once complete, take all slides and paperwork to Specimen Processing to be forwarded to Molecular Diagnostics.

Completed by ____________________________  Date: ________________